
ESE 801 [KISII] CAMPUS ISSUES AND TRENDS IN SPECIAL NEEDS EDUCATION

Answer any three questions

Qn.1. [a] What do you understand by the terms trends and issues in Special Needs Education?

give examples]. [6marks

[b]Discuss the progress in the education of learners with special needs in education as given by
Kirk and Gallagha  [2001) [20marks]

[c]Give two areas of difference between special education and special needs education. [4marks]

Qn.2 Although developing countries are said to be lagging behind in terms of the

Implementation of Inclusive Education, Kenya is accredited with trying towards full implementation of
the same. [15marks]

[a]Explain any three major steps Kenya Government has made to show her movement towards

achieving this  goal. [15marks]

[b]Briefly explain the influence of special duty allowance given to teachers in special schools and
Units towards achieving full implementation of Inclusive Education.
[5marks]

Qn.3.[a]Define the term assessment  with reference to special needs education.                    [2marks]
[b]Differentiate between screening and diagnostic assessment tests as forms of assessment in

special needs education. [14marks]

[c] List any two tools/equipment used for diagnostics in the area of:
[i]  H.I. [2nmarks]
[ii] V.I. [2nmarks]

Qn.4.[a]Institute are search topic in the area of hearing impairment geared towards helping
The H.I. to access their education under full inclusive set up. [6marks]

[b]Give any three themes you would use to set three objectives to guide your study
on the topic set –use them to write three objectives [12marks]

[c] Suggest the would be respondents for your study topic chosen. [2marks].
Qn.5 [a].Define the term early intervention with reference to  SNE. [1mark]

[b] Explain any four early intervention strategies worth for learners with  special needs in education.
[8marks]

[c] Explain three vital areas of parental participation and involvement in special needs education.
[9marks]



[d]Indicate any form of collaboration considerations in the area of special needs
Education. ( 2 MARKS)


